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Jane Austen
Anne of Green Gables is a children’s classic by Canadian author L. M. Montgomery and recently adapted by Netflix in the hit
series Anne with an E. 11-year-old Anne is mistakenly sent away from her orphanage to live on Prince Edward Island with
brother and sister Matthew and Marilla Cuthbert who need help on their farm. Wild and imaginative Anne learns to find her
place in the little town of Avonlea, makes friends, and strives to be the best in school. A children and adults' favourite
Anne's tale of is one of love, individuality, and (mis)adventures. Lucy Maud Montgomery (1874-1942) was a Canadian
author. She is most famous for her novel ́Anne of Green Gables ́ that was an instant hit and became a series that is still
enjoyed by children and parents the world over. She grew up on Prince Edward Island and was raised by her grandparents
after her mother's early death. Much like her most famous character, Anne, Montgomery had a lonely childhood for which
she found relief in the beautiful nature of Prince Edward and in her fierce imagination, which she very early on turned into
writing. She ́s a canon of Canadian and children ́s literature with over twenty novels, and hundreds of short-stories, poems,
and essays to her name.

Ella Fitzgerald
Mary Henley Rubio has spent over two decades researching Montgomery’s life, and has put together a comprehensive and
penetrating picture of this Canadian literary icon, all set in rich social context. Extensive interviews with people who knew
Montgomery – her son, maids, friends, relatives, all now deceased – are only part of the material gathered in a journey to
understand Montgomery that took Rubio to Poland and the highlands of Scotland. From Montgomery’s apparently idyllic
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childhood in Prince Edward Island to her passion-filled adolescence and young adulthood, to her legal fights as worldfamous author, to her shattering experiences with motherhood and as wife to a deeply troubled man, this fascinating,
intimate narrative of her life will engage and delight. From the Hardcover edition.

Complete Novels of Lucy Maud Montgomery
‘Emily’s Quest’ is the final tale in The Emily Starr Series, and tells the story of Emily being separated from her childhood
sweetheart and agreeing to marry another man. This early work by L. M. Montgomery was originally published in 1927 and
we are now republishing it with a brand new introductory biography. Lucy Maud Montgomery was born on 30th November
1874, New London, in the Canadian province of Prince Edward Island. Her mother, Clara Woolner (Macneil), died before
Lucy reached the age of two and so she was raised by her maternal grandparents in a family of wealthy Scottish
immigrants. In 1908 Montgomery produced her first full-length novel, titled 'Anne of Green Gables'. It was an instant
success, and following it up with several sequels, Montgomery became a regular on the best-seller list and an international
household name. Montgomery died in Toronto on 24th April 1942.

Rainbow Valley
For the first time ever, a young novel about the teen years of L.M. Montgomery, the author who brought us ANNE OF GREEN
GABLES. Fourteen-year-old Lucy Maud Montgomery -- Maud to her friends -- has a dream: to go to college and become a
writer, just like her idol, Louisa May Alcott. But living with her grandparents on Prince Edward Island, she worries that this
dream will never come true. Her grandfather has strong opinions about a woman's place in the world, and they do not
include spending good money on college. Luckily, she has a teacher to believe in her, and good friends to support her,
including Nate, the Baptist minister's stepson and the smartest boy in the class. If only he weren't a Baptist; her
Presbyterian grandparents would never approve. Then again, Maud isn't sure she wants to settle down with a boy -- her
dreams of being a writer are much more important. But life changes for Maud when she goes out West to live with her
father and his new wife and daughter. Her new home offers her another chance at love, as well as attending school, but
tensions increase as Maud discovers her stepmother's plans for her, which threaten Maud's future -- and her happiness
forever.

Georgia O'Keeffe
An affecting biography of the author of Anne of Green Gables is the first for young readers to include revelations about her
last days and to encompass the complexity of a brilliant and sometimes troubled life. Once upon a time, there was a girl
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named Maud who adored stories. When she was fourteen years old, Maud wrote in her journal, “I love books. I hope when I
grow up to be able to have lots of them.” Not only did Maud grow up to own lots of books, she wrote twenty-four of them
herself as L. M. Montgomery, the world-renowned author of Anne of Green Gables. For many years, not a great deal was
known about Maud’s personal life. Her childhood was spent with strict, undemonstrative grandparents, and her reflections
on writing, her lifelong struggles with anxiety and depression, her “year of mad passion,” and her difficult married life
remained locked away, buried deep within her unpublished personal journals. Through this revealing and deeply moving
biography, kindred spirits of all ages who, like Maud, never gave up “the substance of things hoped for” will be captivated
anew by the words of this remarkable woman.

Lucy Maud Montgomery
This book, contains now several HTML tables of contents that will make reading a real pleasure! The first table of contents
(at the very beginning of the ebook) lists the titles of all novels included in this volume. By clicking on one of those titles
you will be redirected to the beginning of that work, where you'll find a new TOC that lists all the chapters and sub-chapters
of that specific work. CONTENTS: Anne of Green Gables Series ANNE OF GREEN GABLES ANNE OF AVONLEA ANNE OF THE
ISLAND ANNE OF WINDY POPLARS ANNE'S HOUSE OF DREAMS ANNE OF INGLESIDE RAINBOW VALLEY RILLA OF INGLESIDE
Emily Trilogy EMILY OF NEW MOON EMILY CLIMBS EMILY'S QUEST The Short Story Collections CHRONICLES OF AVONLEA
THE BLUE CASTEL THE STORY GIRL

Complete Anne of Green Gables Collection (Delphi Classics)
L. M. Montgomery has charmed readers for over a century with her delightful tales of ‘Anne of Green Gables’, detailing
provincial life in turn-of-the-century Canada. This eBook features the Complete Anne of Green Gables novels and short
stories, organised in the traditional Delphi Classics quality format, with bonus features. * Beautifully illustrated with images
relating to Montgomery's life and works * Concise introductions to the novels and other works * All the Anne of Green
Gables Books - including the rare works sometimes missed out of collections * Images of how the books were first printed,
giving your eReader a taste of the original texts * Excellent formatting of the texts * ANNE OF GREEN GABLES is fully
illustrated with W. A. J. Claus’ original artwork * Features special bonus text: Montgomery's autobiography THE ALPINE PATH
- discover the author’s literary life Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting titles
CONTENTS: Anne of Green Gables Series ANNE OF GREEN GABLES ANNE OF AVONLEA ANNE OF THE ISLAND ANNE OF
WINDY POPLARS ANNE’S HOUSE OF DREAMS ANNE OF INGLESIDE RAINBOW VALLEY RILLA OF INGLESIDE The Short Story
Collections CHRONICLES OF AVONLEA FURTHER CHRONICLES OF AVONLEA The Autobiography THE ALPINE PATH: THE
STORY OF MY CAREER Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting titles, including our
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bestselling Beatrix Potter, E. Nesbit and L. Frank Baum eBooks of classic children's literature.

Anne of the Island
New in the critically acclaimed Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the incredible life of Lucy Maud Montgomery, the
famous Canadian author of Anne of Green Gables. Born in the Canadian province of Prince Edward Island, Lucy Maud
Montgomery lost her mother when she was very young. Left in the care of less-than-encouraging grandparents, she found
comfort in reading, writing, and her imagination. When Maud grew up, she wrote about the childhood she wished she had,
creating one of the best-loved characters of all time: Anne of Green Gables. This moving book features stylish illustrations
and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the author's life.
Little People, BIG DREAMS is a best-selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding
people, from designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a
child with a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range of formats. The
board books are told in simple sentences, perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present
expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls,
learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role
models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with Little
People, BIG DREAMS!

Maud
In this international bestseller from the critically acclaimed Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the life of Frida Kahlo,
the world-renowned painter. When Frida was a teenager, a terrible road accident changed her life forever. Unable to walk,
she began painting from her bed. Her self-portraits, which show her pain and grief, but also her passion for life and instinct
for survival, have made her one of the most famous artists of the twentieth century. This moving book features stylish and
quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile
of the artist's life. Little People, BIG DREAMS is a best-selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of
outstanding people, from designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each
began life as a child with a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range of
formats. The board books are told in simple sentences, perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover
versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by
theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives
of these role models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world
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with Little People, BIG DREAMS!

Ada Lovelace
Part of the critically acclaimed Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the incredible life of Georgia O'Keeffe, one of
America's greatest artists, in this true story of a talented painter who broke boundaries. As a child, little Georgia viewed the
world differently from other people. She roamed outdoors with her sketch book, while other girls played. As an adult, she
painted all day. From New York City to New Mexico, she was influenced by the landscapes of her environment. This moving
book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical
photos and a detailed profile of the artist's life. Little People, BIG DREAMS is a best-selling series of books and educational
games that explore the lives of outstanding people, from designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them
achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child with a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to
children of all ages, in a range of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences, perfect for reading aloud to babies
and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a
selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning tools provide even
more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people
who will change the world with Little People, BIG DREAMS!

Pat of Silver Bush
New in the Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the life of Vivienne Westwood, the flame-haired fashion designer and
impresario. When Vivienne was a young woman, she wasn't sure how a working class girl from England could make a living
in the art world. But after discovering her passion for design and jewelry making, she erupted onto the fashion scene with a
bang. Vivienne's designs became iconic, and she became famous for letting her clothes speak for themselves. This moving
book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical
photos and a detailed profile of the designer's life. Little People, BIG DREAMS is a best-selling series of books and
educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people, from designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of
them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child with a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring
messages to children of all ages, in a range of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences, perfect for reading
aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow
you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning tools
provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of
outstanding people who will change the world with Little People, BIG DREAMS!
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Emily's Quest
Meet Ada Lovelace, the British mathematician and daughter of poet Lord Byron. Part of the beloved Little People, BIG
DREAMS series, this inspiring and informative little biography follows the colorful life of Lord Byron’s daughter, from her
early love of logic, to her plans for the world's first computer program. As a child, Ada had a big imagination and a talent for
mathematics. She grew up in a noble household in England, where she dedicated herself to studying. Her work with the
famous inventor, Charles Babbage, on a very early kind of computer made her the world's first computer programmer. This
moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with
historical images and a detailed profile of the mathematician's life. Little People, BIG DREAMS is a best-selling series of
books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people, from designers and artists to scientists and
activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child with a dream. This empowering series offers
inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences, perfect for
reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift
sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and other fun
learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children. Inspire the next
generation of outstanding people who will change the world with Little People, BIG DREAMS!

The Golden Road - Publishing People Series
This board book version of L. M. Montgomery - from the critically acclaimed Little People, BIG DREAMS series - introduces
the youngest dreamers to the creator of Anne of Green Gables. As a young girl, Lucy Maud Montgomery found comfort in
reading, writing and her imagination. When she grew up, she wrote about the childhood she wished she had, creating one
of the best-loved characters of all time: Anne of Green Gables. Babies and toddlers will love to snuggle as you read to them
the engaging story of this wonderful writer, and will also enjoy exploring the stylish and quirky illustrations of this sturdy
board book on their own. Little People, BIG DREAMS is a bestselling series of books and educational games that explore the
lives of outstanding people, from designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet
each began life as a child with a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range
of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences, perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardback
versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by
theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives
of these role models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world
with Little People, BIG DREAMS!
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L. M. Montgomery
Reproduction of the original: Lucy Maud Montgomery Short Stories, 1904 by Lucy Maud Montgomery

The L.M. Montgomery Reader
Emily of New Moon is the first in a series of novels by Lucy Maud Montgomery about an orphan girl growing up on Prince
Edward Island. It is similar to the author's Anne of Green Gables series. It was first published in 1923.

Further Chronicles of Avonlea
By any standards, Lucy Maud Montgomeryâ€™sAnne of Green Gables is a stunning success. Published in 1908 (and not
once out of print),Anne has sold more than 50 million copies, been translated into more than 17 languages (including
Braille), and become the focus of international conferences devoted to its interpretation. Anne has remained, as Matthew
sings in the musical, â€œforever young,â€ no small feat for the spunky, in-your-face redhead who, in 2008, celebrates her
100th birthday! But why Anne? How does Montgomery`s classic work pull so many international readers into the vortex of
Anne`s freckled face and carrotty braids? How does this little book create such enduring interest around the world? The
answer is far more intriguing than any story even Anne could have imagined. In her journal, Maud`s quick pen would froth
up the tiniest details of her life into dramatic events, but that same pen never revealed a single word aboutAnne. As a
result, the novelâ€™s secrets have remained sealed for over a century. Looking for Anne is the untold story of a literary
classic and a writer who found inspiration in many places including the popular images of the era, such as beauty icons,
fashion plates, and advertisements; a writer who quietly quarried her material from American mass market periodicals; who
consciously imitated formula fiction to create marketable stories for juvenile periodicals, religious newspapers, and
glamorous womenâ€™s magazinesâ€”and who ultimately, in the storm that brewed up the novel, also transcended these
influences to create a twentieth-century literary classic that would conquer the world. Blending biography with cultural
history, penetrating and uncensored, this is the definitive book onAnne of Green Gables.Looking for Anne captures both the
spirit of Marillaâ€™s critical probing for â€œbald factsâ€ and Anneâ€™s belief in the infinite power of the imagination. It is
a must-read for anyone who has ever fallen under the spell of Anne with an â€œe.â€ Praise forLooking for Anne: Looking for
Anne takes a bold new look at Anne of Green Gables. If you have loved Anne of Green Gables and wonder how she came
about, I recommend that you read Irene Gammelâ€™s book. â€” Kate Macdonald Butler (Lucy Maud Montgomeryâ€™s
granddaughter) Visit the Looking for Anne webpage by clickinghere

Lucy Maud Montgomery
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Children will love to color scenes of Anne's arrival at Green Gables, her classroom scuffle with a rather opinionated young
boy, her perilous journey in a leaky boat, and much more. 24 illustrations.

Lucy Maud Montgomery Short Stories, 1896 to 1901
Anne of Green Gables receives the dress of her dreams, a young woman is reunited with her brother on Christmas Eve, and
a trio of sisters end a family feud in a gift book collection of sixteen heartwarming holiday stories.

Frida Kahlo
The L.M. Montgomery Reader assembles significant rediscovered primary material on one of Canada's most enduringly
popular authors throughout her high-profile career and after her death. Each of its three volumes gathers pieces published
all over the world to set the stage for a much-needed reassessment of Montgomery's literary reputation. Much of the
material is freshly unearthed from archives and digital collections and has never before been published in book form. The
selections appearing in this first volume focus on Montgomery's role as a public celebrity and author of the resoundingly
successful Anne of Green Gables (1908). They give a strong impression of her as a writer and cultural critic as she discusses
a range of topics with wit, wisdom, and humour, including the natural landscape of Prince Edward Island, her wide
readership, anxieties about modernity, and the continued relevance of “old ideals.” These essays and interviews, joined by
a number of additional pieces that discuss her work's literary and cultural value in relation to an emerging canon of
Canadian literature, make up nearly one hundred selections in all. Each volume is accompanied by an extensive
introduction and detailed commentary by leading Montgomery scholar Benjamin Lefebvre that trace the interplay between
the author and the critic, as well as between the private and the public Montgomery. This volume – and the Reader as a
whole – adds tremendously to our understanding and appreciation of Montgomery's legacy as a Canadian author and as a
literary celebrity both during and beyond her lifetime.

Emily of New Moon
The Alpine Path; The Story of My Career is the autobiography of Lucy Maud Montgomery. Originally published as a series of
autobiographical essays in the Toronto magazine; Everywoman’s World; from June to November in 1917. A charming read
about her childhood with all the dreams and imaginings from her youth. Followed by her inspirational road to literary
success.

Lucy Maud Montgomery Short Stories, 1904
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Reproduction of the original: Lucy Maud Montgomery Short Stories, 1896 to 1901 by Lucy Maud Montgomery

Anne of Green Gables
What is your big dream? Will you be a singer, a runner, an artist, a scientist, an activist--or something else? Explore all this
and more in this beautifully illustrated guided journal and keepsake, from the creators of the critically acclaimed,
multimillion-copy best-selling Little People, BIG DREAMS series. "Every great dream begins with a dreamer." --Harriet
Tubman With quotes from the inspirational characters from the series and confidence-boosting activities, now you can put
your own dreams to paper. Explore what makes you you and what you aspire to accomplish with drawing completion
projects, fill-in-the-blank exercises, brainstorming prompts, and more. When you're done, you'll have a record of all your
amazing strengths and step-by-step plans to live out your dreams! Little People, BIG DREAMS is a best-selling series of
books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people, from designers and artists to scientists and
activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child with a dream. This empowering series offers
inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences, perfect for
reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift
sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and other fun
learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children. A keepsake journal to
store your hopes and dreams for the future, with a ribbon marker.

Looking for Anne
Anne of Green Gables is the classic children's book by L M Montgomery, the inspiration for the Netflix Original series Anne
with an E. Watch it now! Marilla and Matthew Cuthbert are in for a big surprise. They are waiting for an orphan boy to help
with the work at Green Gables - but a skinny, red-haired girl turns up instead. Feisty and full of spirit, Anne Shirley charms
her way into the Cuthberts' affection with her vivid imagination and constant chatter. It's not long before Anne finds herself
in trouble, but soon it becomes impossible for the Cuthberts to imagine life without 'their' Anne - and for the people of
Avonlea to recall what it was like before this wildly creative little girl whirled into town.

The Alpine Path: The Story of My Career
Pat of Silver Bush tells the story of Patricia Gardiner, who hates change of any kind and above all loves her home, Silver
Bush. She very much enjoys living there with her loving family and their housekeeper Judy Plum, who has a magical and
mythical tale to suit any occasion. However Pat must learn to cope with the tragedies and changes that disrupt her warm
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and happy home.

Lucy Maud Montgomery
"I've thought of something amusing for the winter," I said as we drew into a half-circle around the glorious wood-fire in
Uncle Alec's kitchen. It had been a day of wild November wind, closing down into a wet, eerie twilight. Outside, the wind
was shrilling at the windows and around the eaves, and the rain was playing on the roof. The old willow at the gate was
writhing in the storm and the orchard was a place of weird music, born of all the tears and fears that haunt the halls of
night. But little we cared for the gloom and the loneliness of the outside world; we kept them at bay with the light of the fire
and the laughter of our young lips. We had been having a splendid game of Blind-Man's Buff. That is, it had been splendid at
first; but later the fun went out of it because we found that Peter was, of malice prepense, allowing himself to be caught too
easily, in order that he might have the pleasure of catching Felicity-which he never failed to do, no matter how tightly his
eyes were bound. What remarkable goose said that love is blind? Love can see through five folds of closely-woven muffler
with ease! "I'm getting tired," said Cecily, whose breath was coming rather quickly and whose pale cheeks had bloomed
into scarlet. "Let's sit down and get the Story Girl to tell us a story." But as we dropped into our places the Story Girl shot a
significant glance at me which intimated that this was the psychological moment for introducing the scheme she and I had
been secretly developing for some days. It was really the Story Girl's idea and none of mine. But she had insisted that I
should make the suggestion as coming wholly from myself.

Maria Montessori
This carefully crafted ebook: "Rainbow Valley" is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of
contents. Anne Shirley has now been married to Gilbert Blythe for 15 years, and the couple have six children. After a trip to
London, Anne returns to the news that a new minister has arrived in Glen St. Mary. John Meredith is a widower with four
young children. The children have not been properly brought up since the death of their mother, with only their father to
parent them. The children are considered wild and mischievous by many of the families in the village, causing them to
question Mr. Meredith's parenting skills and his suitability as a minister.

Anne of Green Gables
THE house in the hollow was "a mile from anywhere"-so Maywood people said. It was situated in a grassy little dale, looking
as if it had never been built like other houses but had grown up there like a big, brown mushroom. It was reached by a long,
green lane and almost hidden from view by an encircling growth of young birches. No other house could be seen from it
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although the village was just over the hill. Ellen Greene said it was the lonesomest place in the world and vowed that she
wouldn't stay there a day if it wasn't that she pitied the child. Emily didn't know she was being pitied and didn't know what
lonesomeness meant. She had plenty of company. There was Father-and Mike-and Saucy Sal. The Wind Woman was always
around; and there were the trees-Adam-and-Eve, and the Rooster Pine, and all the friendly lady-birches. And there was "the
flash," too. She never knew when it might come, and the possibility of it kept her a-thrill and expectant. Emily had slipped
away in the chilly twilight for a walk. She remembered that walk very vividly all her life-perhaps because of a certain eerie
beauty that was in it-perhaps because "the flash" came for the first time in weeks-more likely because of what happened
after she came back from it.

Anne of Green Gables Coloring Book
Valancy lives a drab life with her overbearing mother and prying aunt. Then a shocking diagnosis from Dr. Trent prompts
her to make a fresh start. For the first time, she does and says exactly what she feels. As she expands her limited horizons,
Valancy undergoes a transformation, discovering a new world of love and happiness. One of Lucy Maud Montgomery's only
novels intended for an adult audience, The Blue Castle is filled with humour and romance.

Emily of New Moon Illustrated
In the third book in L. M. Montgomery's Anne of Green Gables series, Anne of the Island, our protagonist leaves her teaching
work in Avonlea in order to study for her B.A. at Redmond College. Living in a boardinghouse and later with old friends from
Queens, she experiences a number of misadventures, including a couple marriage proposals.

Emily Of New Moon - Publishing People Series
Meet Ella Fitzgerald, one of the most influential jazz singers of all time! Part of the beloved Little People, BIG DREAMS
series, this inspiring and informative little biography follows the inspirational life of the First Lady of Song, from her early
singing days on the streets of Harlem to her success as a jazz legend, with the message: "It's not where you come from, but
where you're going that counts." Ella Fitzgerald grew up near Harlem, in New York, where she was surrounded by music and
dance. After winning first prize in a talent competition at the Apollo Theater, she went on to tour the world with her
pioneering voice. This moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a
biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the singer's life. Little People, BIG DREAMS is a bestselling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people, from designers and artists to
scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child with a dream. This empowering
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series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences,
perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers.
Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and
other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children. Inspire the
next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with Little People, BIG DREAMS!

Little Me, Big Dreams Journal: Draw, Write and Color This Journal
From the critically acclaimed Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the incredible life of Lucy Maud Montgomery, the
famous Canadian author of Anne of Green Gables. Born in the Canadian province of Prince Edward Island, Lucy Maud
Montgomery lost her mother when she was very young. Left in the care of less-than-encouraging grandparents, she found
comfort in reading, writing, and her imagination. When Maud grew up, she wrote about the childhood she wished she had,
creating one of the best-loved characters of all time: Anne of Green Gables. This moving book features stylish illustrations
and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the author's life.
Little People, BIG DREAMS is a best-selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding
people, from designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a
child with a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range of formats. The
board books are told in simple sentences, perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present
expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls,
learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role
models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with Little
People, BIG DREAMS!

Jane of Lantern Hill
Jane of Lantern HillLucy Maud Montgomery Jane of Lantern Hill is a novel by Canadian author L. M. Montgomery. The book
was adapted into a 1990 telefilm, Lantern Hill, by Sullivan Films, the producer of the highly popular Anne of Green Gables
television miniseries and the television series Road to Avonlea.Montgomery began formulating an idea on May 11, 1936,
began writing on August 21, and wrote the last chapter on February 3, 1937. She finished typing up the manuscript on
February 25, as she could not hire a typist to do it for her. This novel was dedicated to "JL", her companion cat.The novel
was written at Montgomery's house, "Journey's End"; the environment influenced Montgomery's writing to create a

Little People, Big Dreams Learning Cards
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This board book version of Dolly Parton—from the critically acclaimed Little People, BIG DREAMS series—introduces the
youngest dreamers to the incredible life of this singer-songwriter and businesswoman. Little Dolly grew up in Tennessee in
a family "as poor as dirt." She started performing at an early age, singing on local radio and television. After graduating
high school, she moved to Nashville to pursue her singing dreams. Her managers wanted her to sing pop, but she followed
her heart to sing and write country songs. Her heart was right—Dolly became a musical superstar, but she never forgot
where she came from. She now uses her wealth to give back to people, children, and animals in need. Babies and toddlers
will love to snuggle as you read to them the engaging story of this fascinating musician and will also enjoy exploring the
stylish and quirky illustrations of this sturdy board book on their own. Little People, BIG DREAMS is a best-selling series of
books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people, from designers and artists to scientists and
activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child with a dream. This empowering series offers
inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences, perfect for
reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift
sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and other fun
learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children. Inspire the next
generation of outstanding people who will change the world with Little People, BIG DREAMS!

Dolly Parton
New in the critically acclaimed Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the incredible life of Maria Montessori, the
pioneering teacher and researcher. Maria grew up in Italy at a time when girls didn't receive an equal education to boys.
But Maria's mother was supportive of her dreams, and Maria went on to study medicine. She later became an early
childhood expert--founding schools with her revolutionary educational theories and changing the lives of many children.
This moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with
historical photos and a detailed profile of the educator's life. Little People, BIG DREAMS is a best-selling series of books and
educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people, from designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of
them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child with a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring
messages to children of all ages, in a range of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences, perfect for reading
aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow
you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning tools
provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of
outstanding people who will change the world with Little People, BIG DREAMS!

Rosa Parks
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THE house in the hollow was "a mile from anywhere"-so Maywood people said. It wassituated in a grassy little dale, looking
as if it had never been built like other houses but hadgrown up there like a big, brown mushroom. It was reached by a long,
green lane andalmost hidden from view by an encircling growth of young birches. No other house couldbe seen from it
although the village was just over the hill. Ellen Greene said it was thelonesomest place in the world and vowed that she
wouldn't stay there a day if it wasn't thatshe pitied the child.Emily didn't know she was being pitied and didn't know what
lonesomeness meant. Shehad plenty of company. There was Father-and Mike-and Saucy Sal. The Wind Womanwas always
around; and there were the trees-Adam-and-Eve, and the Rooster Pine, andall the friendly lady-birches.And there was "the
flash," too. She never knew when it might come, and the possibility ofit kept her a-thrill and expectant.Emily had slipped
away in the chilly twilight for a walk. She remembered that walk veryvividly all her life-perhaps because of a certain eerie
beauty that was in it-perhapsbecause "the flash" came for the first time in weeks-more likely because of whathappened
after she came back from it.It had been a dull, cold day in early May, threatening to rain but never raining. Father hadlain
on the sitting-room lounge all day. He had coughed a good deal and he had not talkedmuch to Emily, which was a very
unusual thing for him. Most of the time he lay with hishands clasped under his head and his large, sunken, dark-blue eyes
fixed dreamily andunseeingly on the cloudy sky that was visible between the boughs of the two big spruces inthe front yardAdam-and-Eve, they always called those spruces, because of a whimsicalresemblance Emily had traced between their
position, with reference to a small apple-treebetween them, and that of Adam and Eve and the Tree of Knowledge in an oldfashionedpicture in one of Ellen Greene's books. The Tree of Knowledge looked exactly like the squatlittle apple-tree, and
Adam and Eve stood up on either side as stiffly and rigidly as did thespruces.Emily wondered what Father was thinking of,
but she never bothered him with questionswhen his cough was bad. She only wished she had somebody to talk to. Ellen
Greenewouldn't talk that day either. She did nothing but grunt, and grunts meant that Ellen wasdisturbed about something.
She had grunted last night after the doctor had whispered toher in the kitchen, and she had grunted when she gave Emily a
bedtime snack of bread andmolasses. Emily did not like bread and molasses, but she ate it because she did not want tohurt
Ellen's feelings. It was not often that Ellen allowed her anything to eat before going tobed, and when she did it meant that
for some reason or other she wanted to confer aspecial favor.

L. M. Montgomery
In this book from the highly acclaimed Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the incredible life of Rosa Parks, the
"Mother of the Freedom Movement." Rosa Parks grew up in Alabama, where she learned to stand up for herself at an early
age. Rosa went on to become a civil rights activist. In 1955, she refused to give up her seat to a white man on a segregated
bus, sparking the Montgomery Bus Boycott. Her courageous decision had a huge impact on civil rights, eventually leading
to the end of segregation on public transport. She never stopped working for equal rights. This moving book features stylish
and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed
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profile of the activist's life. Little People, BIG DREAMS is a best-selling series of books and educational games that explore
the lives of outstanding people, from designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things,
yet each began life as a child with a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a
range of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences, perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The
hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the
books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to
make the lives of these role models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will
change the world with Little People, BIG DREAMS!

The Blue Castle
Discover the remarkable life of Jane Austen, the great British novelist, in this book from the critically acclaimed Little
People, BIG DREAMS series. Little Jane was born into a large family with seven brothers and sisters. She grew up reading
and writing stories in the English countryside. As an adult, she wrote witty commentaries about landed gentry in a way that
no one had ever done before, portraying young women who bravely made their own choices. These novels made Jane one
of the most loved British writers of all time. This moving book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the
back, including a biographical timeline with historical images and a detailed profile of the author's life. Little People, BIG
DREAMS is a best-selling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people, from
designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child with a
dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range of formats. The board books are
told in simple sentences, perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories
for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards,
matching games, and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to
children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with Little People, BIG DREAMS!

House of Dreams: The Life of L. M. Montgomery
Vivienne Westwood
Describes and life and times of the author as she wrote Anne of Green Gables and many other popular books.

Christmas with Anne
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Which have to do with many personalities and events in and about Avonlea, the Home of the Heroine of Green Gables,
including tales of Aunt Cynthia, The Materializing of Cecil, David Spencer's Daughter, Jane's Baby, The Failure of Robert
Monroe, The Return of Hester, The Little Brown Book of Miss Emily, Sara's Way, The Son of Thyra Carewe, The Education of
Betty, The Selflessness of Eunice Carr, The Dream-Child, The Conscience Case of David Bell, Only a Common Fellow, and
finally the story of Tannis of the Flats
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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